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Protein conformational change is analyzed by finding
the minimalist backbone torsion angle rotations
that superpose crystal structures within experimental
error. Of several approaches for enforcing parsi-
mony during flexible least-squares superposition, an
[1-norm restraint provided greatest consistency with
independent indications of flexibility from nuclear
magnetic resonance relaxation dispersion and chem-
ical shift perturbation in arginine kinase and four
previously studied systems. Crystallographic cross-
validation shows that the dihedral parameterization
describes conformational change more accurately
than rigid-group approaches. The rotations that su-
perpose the principal elements of structure constitute
a small fraction of the raw (4, c) differences that also
reflect local conformation and experimental error.
Substantial long-range displacements can be medi-
ated by modest dihedral rotations, accommodated
even within a helices and b sheets without disruption
of hydrogen bonding at the hinges. Consistency be-
tween ligand-associated and intrinsic motions (in the
unliganded state) implies that induced changes tend
to follow low-barrier paths between conformational
sub-states that are in intrinsic dynamic equilibrium.
INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that proteins are not static. Under
physiological conditions, conformational transitions are com-
mon and are critical, for example, to enzyme specificity, allo-
steric regulation, and molecular motors. A variety of subunit,
domain, sub-domain, and loop transitions have been charac-
terized by comparing structures stabilized in different states
(Echols et al., 2003; Rashin et al., 2010). However, our under-
standing of the mechanics and evolution of motion has been
limited by how well the hinges of rotations can be defined.
Early analyses simply examined the differences in backbone di-
hedrals or pseudo-dihedral angles (Levitt, 1976), but limitations
soon became apparent. In triose phosphate isomerase (TIM),1190 Structure 23, 1190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rigfor example, the lid hinge was clear in one subunit, but not the
other, due to mostly background differences of 20 root-mean-
square pervading the protein (Joseph et al., 1990). Even at higher
resolution, background differences, often averaging 10 or more
(Table S1), obscure the transitions to be analyzed. More subtle
changes can be analyzed by identifying groups of atoms that
move near-rigidly between two crystal structures (e.g. Abyzov
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 1993; Schneider, 2002). Rotation/trans-
lation transformations can be calculated between corresponding
groups (Kabsch, 1976), reduced to a screw axis, or approxi-
mated as a pure rotation (Wriggers and Schulten, 1997). Hinge
residues can be proposed by proximity to such axes if the
rigid-group assumption holds well and translational components
are small (Gerstein et al., 1994; Wriggers and Schulten, 1997).
Hinge identification is a mathematically challenging inverse
problem, in which causes (dihedral rotations) are sought for
observations (atomic displacements). It is ill posed: many sets
of dihedral rotations yield similar conformational transitions.
The current work examines how direct optimization of torsion
angle rotations, without previous rigid-group analysis, might
improve the conditioning, in contrast to other methods that
are sensitive to user-defined settings in the clustering of
atoms into rigid groups. Conditioning is often improved by
elimination of inconsequential parameters. Others have shown
that polypeptides are often adequately described with pseudo-
dihedral angles. The Ca—C and N—Ca of consecutive amino
acids (i  1, i) are within 10 of parallel, leading Diamond (1965)
to refactor backbone torsion angles (ji1; 4i) as pseudo-dihe-
drals (qi =ji1 +4i; ti =ji1  4i). The set of qi approximates
the protein fold (of interest here), but ti mostly affects peptide
carbonyl orientations, which will be ignored here. Continuing
with the same strategy, we will explore methods used for other
ill-posed problems to select and optimize only the subset of
model variables that are most critical: parameter filtering (or sub-
set selection), and regularization with [2- or [1-norm restraints. In
linear optimization, use of an [2-norm is termed ridge regression,
while the [1-norm constitutes the widely used LASSO technique
(Tibshirani, 1996, 2011). The acronym stands for least absolute
selection and shrinkage operator, with selection referring to
finding the model parameters of most consequence and
shrinkage referring to decrease in the total magnitude of param-
eter change. Approaches like LASSO limit the degrees of
freedom and impose parsimony upon the solution. The LASSO
method has recently been extended to non-linear optimization,hts reserved
as required for flexible superposition of molecules, with both
ad hoc and theoretically justified rationalizations, and has been
applied in varied fields outside structural biology (Rasouli,
2014; Tateishi et al., 2010; Yamada et al., 2013).
Judging which computational approach best models real
conformational change is not trivial. Residual coordinate differ-
ences (root-mean-square deviation [RMSD]) are not an appro-
priate measure, because RMSD is expected to increase with
additional constraint or restraint. Manually annotated conforma-
tional changes are useful for comparison, but subjective. Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) data provide independent yard-
sticks, but not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence to mo-
lecular flexing. Chemical shift (CS) perturbations reflect changes
in the local chemical environment, including, but not limited to,
conformation change or direct influence of ligand binding (Os-
borne et al., 2003; Zuiderweg, 2002). NMR relaxation exchange
(Rex) contributions, quantified from relaxation dispersion experi-
ments, reflect dynamic changes in CS occurring onmicrosecond
to millisecond timescales (Boehr et al., 2006). Thus, while the
NMRmeasurements are likely to reflect different types of confor-
mational changes, there is no guarantee that every conforma-
tional change will be reflected in the NMR data, and the NMR
data might also reflect the propagated effects of remote
changes. Finally, crystallographically inferred changes are usu-
ally ligand induced, whereas NMR Rex reflects intrinsic equilib-
rium motional fluctuations. The induced and intrinsic motions
may be, but need not be, related (Niu et al., 2011). Thus, one
expects imperfect correlation between measurable Rex or CS
perturbation and hinges identified from crystallographic atomic
coordinates. In this work, we choose from the handful of model
systems in which the relevant NMR data are available in the liter-
ature or through our own efforts, and seek computer algorithms
that identify direct links between the crystallographic and NMR
data that are intuitive.
Using the LASSO method, we find that, with parsimonious ro-
tations of backbone dihedrals, the conformational changes be-
tween different states of the same structure can often be more
accurately described than with rotations/translations of rigid
group atom clusters. Torsion angles that are rotated during the
flexible superposition are, on average, 2.3 residues from sites
exhibiting NMR relaxation exchange in arginine kinase (AK), sug-
gesting that the superposition is indicating loci of real flexibility.
Substantial domain reorientations are possible with very modest
hinge rotations that need not be constrained to flexible linkers or
loops. Thus, the new computational approach provides fresh in-
sights into the ways that proteins undergo functionally important
conformational changes.
RESULTS
The section opens with an in-depth analysis of AK on forming a
transition state analog (TSA) complex (Niu et al., 2011), the
system used to optimize the computational algorithms. It con-
cludes with applications to ligand-induced transitions in four
other enzymes.
The sum of pseudo-torsion angle differences between the
substrate-bound and -free AK structures,
P
iDjqij= 3456, is
much larger than the rotations needed to superimpose sub-
domain-sized fragments. A preliminary estimate of the latter,Structure 23, 1247, comes from the rotations needed to superimpose consec-
utive fragments of DynDom (Hayward and Lee, 2002) quasi-rigid
groups. Indeed, comparisons between structures expected to
be very similar suggest that much of the dihedral variance be-
tween paired coordinate sets results from experimental error in
the structures or specifics of a crystallization environment. For
example, the mean pseudo-torsion angle difference is 8 ± 16
between TIM and a single site mutant (Rozovsky et al., 2001);
8 ± 19 between RNase crystal forms (PDB: 3MZQ, 2G8Q;
Berger et al., 2010; Leonidas et al., 2006); and 9 ± 11 between
independently determined methotrexate complexes of dihydro-
folate reductase (DHFR; PDB: 1RG7, 1DDS; Dunbar et al., 1997;
Sawaya and Kraut, 1997). Such differences, whether from exper-
imental error or local conformational variation, will obscure key
hinge rotations that are less than 20 or 30 (Figure S1). Methods
are needed to flexibly align structures using only the minimal
fraction of dihedral rotations required to superpose the principal
elements of structure.
Subset selection is a conceptually simple approach to fixing
the less consequential parameters. With repeated batches of
least-squares coordinate alignment, the model parameters
were ranked, then either a growing number of the most conse-
quential parameters were added or the least consequential
were fixed at their starting values. Several criteria for ranking
were tested (see Supplemental Information) including partial de-
rivatives of the alignment residual, summed shift vectors, and,
finally, parameter changes during a previous LASSO-restrained
refinement (see below). Subset selection could be used to elim-
inate the large number of dihedral parameters that had little
impact, but, when iterated to narrow down to small numbers of
key dihedrals, selection bias was evident (Figure S2; Table S2).
Selection bias is the ill-conditioned dependence of the final
answer on selections made in previous iterations and the exact
criteria used to make them. It is a well-known issue with subset
selection methods and occurred with all of the metrics that we
tested for parameter ranking. The most stable ranking was by
magnitude of LASSO-restrained parameter change, and this
was well conditioned when used to fix the large number (75%)
of dihedrals of negligible consequence. Subset selection was
relegated to the role of eliminating inconsequential parameters
for efficiency, but different approaches were needed to distin-
guish high- and moderate-impact parameters.
More successful was coordinate refinement with an [1-norm
(LASSO) restraint on the sum of dihedral rotations. By compari-
son with the more familiar least-squares [2-norm, the [1-norm
gave greater contrast between large and small rotations, and
lower coordinate RMSD for a given total dihedral change. This
is consistent with extensive experience in linear least squares,
comparing ridge regression ([2-norm) with LASSO ([1-norm),
and recent findings that the same holds true in non-linear optimi-
zation (Rasouli, 2014; Tateishi et al., 2010; Yamada et al., 2013).
It is noted that the theoretical justifications of least-squares
regularization in terms of solutions of minimal error rest on an
assumption, which often does not hold, of normally distributed
errors. In fact, there is an extensive history of optimization
with other types of objective function (Branham, 1982), with
[1-normminimization going by many names, such as least abso-
lute deviation or least absolute error. In the LASSO technique,
the objective function is mixed, combining least squares ([2)190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1191
Figure 1. OverviewofSuperposition through
Optimization of Parsimonious Dihedral
Angle Changesfitting of the observed data with a weighted ([1) restraint on ab-
solute changes in the model parameters. With a weight, l = 2
(Equation 1), the [1-penalty accounts for only 4%of the objective
function change in AK, but reduces the total pseudo-dihedral
change from 3,456 to 287, close to the 247 expected from
rigid-group analysis. The RMSD decreases from 3.1 to 0.70 A˚,
an improvement on the 0.92 A˚ rigid-group RMSD. The overall
approach is summarized in Figure 1.
The choice of l is subjective. With greater latitude (lower l),
RMSD decreases, but with diminishing returns (Table S3). Sub-
domains are approximately overlaid even at high l (Figure S4).
As l is lowered, domain overlay improves slightly, but interactive
graphics showmostly local loop changes. There is not a statistic
that clearly indicates the best l. Rather, structures superposed
with different l are compared visually, choosing the lowest l at
which domain-scale changes still predominate.
In test cases, the flexible superposition can be judged in two
ways. Later, we will ask whether the sites of greatest dihedral
change are consistent with NMR data. First, we ask whether
the dihedral parameterization provides a more accurate repre-
sentation of conformational change than rigid-group in terms
of accuracy of the resulting atomic coordinates. This can be
done through cross-validation to the crystallographic test set
data measured for the target structure, but not used in its deter-1192 Structure 23, 1190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedmination. Thus, Table 1 compares Rfree
for various AK atomic models that have
been derived from the transition state
structure, modeling the change toward
the substrate-free state with various pa-
rameterizations. In all cases, the model
is compared with test set diffraction
data of the substrate-free form (Niu
et al., 2011), which has not been used in
either the starting (TSA) or target (apo)
structure determinations. All of the values
are high, corresponding to Rfree for unre-
fined models, because none of the pa-
rameterizations is refining side-chain
configuration, B factors, or including
explicit solvent. Relative to completely
rigid subunit superimposition, DynDom’s
dynamic domains (Hayward and Lee,
2002) achieve modest improvement (Rfree
decreasing from 0.54 to 0.51). ESCET’s
(Schneider, 2002) definition of conforma-
tionally invariant regions is substantially
better (Rfree = 0.46). Our parsimonious
optimization of 4, c angles does even
better, with Rfree between 0.43 and 0.45,
depending on l (5 and 2, respectively).
Thus, with approximately the same de-
grees of freedom, parameterizing confor-
mational change through parsimoniousdihedral rotations has the potential to be more accurate than
available methods for rotation translation of rigid clusters of
atoms.
Consistency is high between torsion angles rotated most
during superposition and NMR measures of change (Figure 2).
Perfect consistency cannot be expected. Like structure super-
position, NMR CS perturbations (Dd) reflect substrate-associ-
ated changes but are available only for 70% of the backbone
of AK, because assignable, non-degenerate resonances are
needed for both structures (Davulcu et al., 2005, 2013). In addi-
tion, residues close to the substrates are excluded from analysis
to avoid confusion between direct interactions and effects medi-
ated through conformational change. Furthermore, Dd reflects
diverse changes in structure and environment, not just the (4,
c) rotations being analyzed. Thus, it is not surprising that the
largest dihedral rotations are, on average seven residues from
significant Dd (R0.5 ppm). By contrast, Rex, a probe of dy-
namics, is measurable for >90% of backbone nitrogens either
in substrate-free or TSA form (Davulcu et al., 2009; this work).
Not all motions are observable; those outside the microsecond
to millisecond timescale or with excited-state populations below
0.5% are difficult to detect (Boehr et al., 2006). Between the 50
non-zero pseudo-dihedral rotations and the 61 experimentally
significant Rex, there are 17 exact matches, and an average
Table 1. Comparison of Dihedral and Rigid-Group Parameterizations of Conformational Change through Crystallographic
Cross-Validation
Model R Rfree
AK, substrate-free (apo-AK), full refined, 1.7 A˚ resolution (Niu et al., 2011) 0.189 0.241
apo-AK, without residues disordered in TSA structure, waters, and TLS-based anisotropic B factors 0.262 0.287
TSA structure (Yousef et al., 2000) superposed as a rigid subunit 0.534 0.538
TSA structure (Yousef et al., 2000) superposed with DynDom (Hayward and Lee, 2002), default
parameters yielding two quasi-rigid domains
0.505 0.510
TSA-superposed, manually varying DynDom parameters to yield three or four dynamic domains 0.510 ± 0.001 0.520 ± 0.003
TSA-superposed by ESCET distance difference matrix analysis (Schneider, 2002), yielding five rigid
groups
0.457 0.458
TSA-superposed, rigid clusters combined from DynDom and ESCET and manually consolidated into
consensus five groups
0.466 0.458
TSA-superposed by parsimonious dihedral rotation with tight restraint, l = 5.0 0.453 0.450
TSA-superposed by parsimonious dihedral rotation, looser restraint, l = 2.0 0.431 0.435separation of 2.3 residues between closest pairs. This level of
agreement is striking, given that Rex samples intrinsic dynamics
that may not include all of the crystallographically observed sub-
strate-induced changes. Furthermore, although Lipari-Szabo
analysis indicates nanosecond timescale motions (Davulcu
et al., 2009) and a hinge was implicated near 102/103 by dy-
namic domain analysis (Niu et al., 2011), neither Rex nor Dd is
seen near residues 96–102, perhaps because the backbone
nitrogens of prolines 100 and 101 are not NMR observable. If
this region is excluded, the average separation between chang-
ing (4, c) and the nearest Rex or Dd is 1.5 residues.
Of existing hinge-determination methods, DynDom (Hayward
and Lee, 2002) and MolMovDB (Echols et al., 2003) are
perhaps the most prevalent. Hinges predicted using these
methods with default parameters are also close to sites of
Rex, differing by 2.0 and 3.0 residues, respectively. The main
difference is seen when the comparison is inverted, asking
how close sites of Rex are to the nearest hinge: the respective
averages of 21 and 11 residues are much greater than the 2.2
residues coming from our new approach. Thus, while all three
approaches identify hinges from the crystallographic coordi-
nates that are approximately consistent with the NMR data,
the previous rigid-group approaches are identifying only a
subset of the sites that are implicated in the NMR data (and
recognized in the new approach). For DynDom, non-default
rigid-group clustering parameters yield better statistics: hinges
within an average 1.2 residues of Rex sites, and Rex within
seven residues of hinges, but these parameters were chosen
to mimic the clusters of ESCET (Schneider, 2002), then manu-
ally adjusted for consistency with the NMR Rex. This shows that
the rigid clustering is the main limitation of prior hinge definition
methods, but, even with the manually curated parameters,
some of the hinges remain uncharacterized.
Consider the anatomy of the substrate-induced changes re-
vealed by our new approach to superposition. Total rotations
are calculated for putative hinges by (1) clustering neighboring
pseudo-dihedrals and (2) concatenating their rotation matrices
(Table S4). Residues 90–102, the flexible linker between N and
C domains (Figures 2B/2C), have a combined 20.2 rotation,
consistent with a 21.2 rotation between dynamic domains 1
and 4 (Niu et al., 2011). Residues 277–279 (12.0) and 283–284Structure 23, 1(7.0), before and in b strand 6, have nearly co-linear rotations
totaling 18.6. In adjacent b strand 5, residues 125–127 rotate
10.7, while on the other side of b strand 6, residues 328–331,
following b strand 7, undergo a 9.9 rotation. Thus, three regions
separated in linear sequence, but adjacent in 3D space, exhibit a
torsional flexing parallel to the strands of the b sheet. The next
largest rotations are in 171–176 (7.4) and 187–188 (7.5) in the
loops flanking a helix 12. Rotations at 135 (5.2) and 198 (4.2)
are in loops adjacent to each other. The last large rotation is in
residues 213–214 (6.1) at the C-terminal end of b strand 2, on
the opposite edge of the b sheet. It is remarkable that enzyme
closure comes through individually modest rotations within a b
sheet, but the conclusion is supported by co-localization of
intrinsic motions implied by Rex.
Parsimonious superposition was applied to other systems in
which NMR data allowed validation. First was TIM, on binding
an intermediate analog (TIM, PDB: 1YPI and 7TIM; Davenport
et al., 1991; Lolis et al., 1990). The largest rotation (34) and
91% of the total change are in a loop (161–180) that folds over
the active site (Figure 3). No other change exceeds 2.5. Raw
pseudo-dihedral differences are widespread and much larger
(averaging 9 versus 0.8), obscuring the loop with 3-fold greater
changes elsewhere. The parsimony restraint does not limit
convergence, the RMSD of 0.48 A˚ approaching the experimental
accuracy of 0.44 A˚ (backbone/Cb) judged by comparing mutant
and wild-type substrate-free structures. Hinge analysis shows
composite 40 and 41 rotations in the loop at 167–169 and
175–177 (Figure 3). Five of the top eight NMR Rex (Massi et al.,
2006) are within the loop, and two more (residues 213 and 221)
are in the helix against which the loop packs. Consistency be-
tween the hinge analysis and NMR affirms the computational
analysis and implies use of the intrinsic flexibility of the protein
in substrate-induced changes.
Changes in RNase A on binding a dinucleotide substrate
analog are more subtle (RMSD = 0.75 A˚; PDB: 7RSA and
1U1B; Beach et al., 2005; Wlodawer et al., 1988), especially
with substrate-free crystal structures differing by 0.77 A˚ (Berger
et al., 2010; Leonidas et al., 2006). Raw pseudo-dihedral differ-
ences reveal the hinge near residue 20 but otherwise defy ration-
alization, averaging 5.4. Parsimonious superposition (l = 1.0)
yields an RMSD of 0.44 A˚ with average rotations of 0.4, and190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1193
Figure 3. Superposition of the Substrate-Free TIM on the Complex
with an Intermediate Analog, Using l = 0.3, Reduces the RMSD
from 1.1 to 0.48 A˚
The parsimoniously superposed model is color- and thickness-coded as in
Figure 2. NMR Rex observations (arrows) are concentrated in the loop or at
proximal sites (213, 221) directly affected by the conformational change of the
loop.
Figure 2. Flexible Superposition of AK TSA on the Substrate-Free
Form
Two rounds of selection eliminated the 75% least consequential dihedrals.
Refinement continued for 200 cycles with an [1-norm l = 5.
(A) Changes in pseudo-torsion angles. Annotation includes dynamic domain
designation (Hayward and Lee, 2002; Niu et al., 2011); observation of NMR
relaxation exchange (Rex, wide arrows) in the substrate-free (Davulcu et al.,
2009) or -bound (this work) states; and NMR chemical shift perturbation (Dd,
thin arrows) between substrate-free and -bound forms, excluding residues
close to substrates.
(B) Starting from the AK TSA structure (orange), the parsimoniously super-
posed model (color- and thickness-coded by magnitude of pseudo-dihedral
rotation, blue to red) is nowwell fit to the substrate-free form (green). Transition
state analogs are shown as a stick model. Side chains are shown for residues
with backbone nitrogen Rex to highlight proximity to changing dihedrals. (See
also Figure S5)
(C) The TSA and superposed structures are rotated 90 to highlight flexing of
the b sheet.hinges revealed that are consistent with rigid-group analysis
(Figure 4A). NMR Rex measurements of intrinsic motion (Beach
et al., 2005) agree about equally well with both analyses,
although there are some differences (e.g. residue 70) with
more dispersed flexing in the new analysis. Even although the ro-
tations are small, they are physically plausible. Thus, hinges near
residues 87 and 98 that are close in 3D space (Figure 4B) have
compatible 3.3 and 4.3 rotations consistent with hinged rota-
tion of the intervening loop.
DHFR is challenging, with an RMSD of only 0.67 A˚ between
open and closed states (PDB: 5DFR and 1RX2; Bystroff and
Kraut, 1991; Sawaya and Kraut, 1997), although only part of
the M20 loop is resolved in the open form. Parsimonious super-1194 Structure 23, 1190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rigimposition yields RMSD = 0.53 A˚, with a combined rotation of 7
at residues 36, 39, and 41 (following helix B) as helix C slides over
the b sheet. The M20 loop is fully resolved in the occluded state
(PDB: 1RX6; Sawaya and Kraut, 1997), increasing the RMSD
versus the closed state to 1.25 A˚. Our algorithm is poorly suited
to describing the reconfiguration of the M20 loop (Figure 5),
which includes a 180 rotation in c14 (Sawaya and Kraut,
1997). A more faithful representation is achieved with a weak
parsimony restraint (l = 0.3), but the more stringent restraint
(l = 1.0) shows hinges in other parts more clearly. There is a
10 bending within helix B that moves the loop sub-domain; a
2 rotation at the start of the next loop (at the site of the 7 change
between open and closed forms); and 2 rotations in two b
strands, where, retrospectively, kinking can be observed in the
structures.
Adenylate kinase (AdK) exhibits substantial differences be-
tween the apo form and a bisubstrate analog complex with a
backbone/Cb RMSD of 5.9 A˚ (Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007).
The lid and AMP-binding domains (Matsunaga et al., 2012) fold
in over the substrates with rotations of 40 and 41, but classical
rigid-group modeling yields only approximate superposition
(RMSD = 2.7 A˚). Our flexible superposition yields an RMSD of
0.79 A˚. Hinges are apparent that were obscured in the raw dihe-
dral differences that were dispersed (Figure 6) and, on average,
7-fold greater (10.4/residue). The hinges are within six residues
of those identified (Henzler-Wildman et al., 2007) by large
dihedral differences close to rotation axes between DynDom
dynamic domains (Hayward and Lee, 2002). The new analysis re-
veals the importance of articulated hinges. The outer hinge for
the AMP-binding domain pairs a 27 rotation at residues 26–28
with a 31 rotation at pseudo-dihedral 73, which is neighboring
in 3D space. There are several rotations within the intervening
domain, most prominently, the paired 19 and 25 rotations inhts reserved
Figure 4. Superposition of Substrate-Free Bovine RNase A on a Dinucleotide Complex
(A) Consistency of dihedral changes with NMR Rex (arrows), after optimization with l = 1.
(B) The superposed model (color-coded by dihedral change) fits the complex (orange) with an RMSD of 0.44 A˚.neighboring residues 48 and 60 as the distal loop folds over the
substrates. The lid domain also moves through articulated
hinges, a 48 rotation in residues 110–123 paired with a 38 rota-
tion in 153–167, as these neighboring segments run antiparallel
behind the active site cleft. The residues of greatest change
are in register, 110 with 167 and 123 with 154.Quasi-rigid-group
analysis had placed the hinges at the ends of helix 8, but actually,
residue 167 is in the middle of the helix at a kink, which, in retro-
spect, clearly becomes larger in the substrate-free structure
(Figure 6B).
Correspondence between AdK pseudo-dihedrals changing
on substrate binding and NMR Rex, implying intrinsic sub-
strate-free dynamics, is good, but imperfect (Figure 6A) (Wolf-
Watz et al., 2004). For the AMP-binding domain, the N-terminal
hinge shows Rex. The C-terminal hinge does not, but an adja-
cent strand does (residues 80/81), perhaps due to changes in
the environment. Not all, but most of the other large torsion ro-
tations of the domain are at sites of Rex. For the lid domain,
both articulated hinges show multiple Rex, and the Rex at resi-
dues 166–167 maps exactly to the kink in helix 8. The number
of residues with Rex is noticeably elevated in the four regions
identified as articulated hinges.
DISCUSSION
Torsion angles are understood to be the most variable parame-
ters of protein structure, but their use in describing conforma-
tional change has fallen out of favor. The challenges of reliably
divining the most critical changes have led to the preeminence
of analyses that cluster atoms into quasi-rigid groups (Hayward
and Lee, 2002; Rashin et al., 2009; Schneider, 2002) or
that model flexibility as elastic bulk deformation (Tama et al.,
2002). Stereochemical distortions in both approaches under-
mine detailed interpretation of large conformational changes.
Advantages of the new approach include maintenance of ideal
stereochemistry with the constraint that rotations of atoms are
about covalent bonds.Structure 23, 1We find that the sum of rotations needed to superimpose
structures within experimental accuracy is often 10-fold less
than the observed 4, c differences. The excess may reflect
real local differences in conformation, but wide distribution
throughout the structures of single site mutants suggests that
dihedral differences are heavily influenced by experimental
errors in crystal structures, including both the dependence of
torsion angles on experimental errors in the underlying atomic
coordinates, and the subtle influences of extrinsic factors,
such as different crystal environments, upon conformation.
Thus, we now understand why simple analyses of torsion angle
differences are generally informative only for the largest of
hinged rotations. The new approach allows analysis down to ro-
tations of1, because, with the parsimony restraint, conforma-
tional transitions are modeled with theminimal dihedral rotations
responsible for gross superposition.
It is clear that large multi-A˚ngstro¨m conformational changes
are possible with modest torsion angle rotations that do not
require the presence of glycines and are possible within second-
ary structures, which, intuitively, might be excluded from consid-
eration. Indeed, our analysis, supported by experimentally
observed Rex, shows hinged rotations in adjacent strands of
the b sheet in AK and in helices of DHFR and AdK, all of which
can occur without serious disruption of the hydrogen bonding
structure.
It is surprising that rotations of fewer than 3% of torsion
angles usually suffice to superpose structures within the exper-
imental errors. Subset selection illustrated the potential ill-pos-
edness, rotations about different (nearly parallel) bonds yielding
similar conformations. Conditioning depends on how ill-posed
problems are formulated, so it is not surprising that hinges
determined from rigid-group analysis are sensitive to the pa-
rameters of atom clustering. Better conditioning is expected
from the direct optimization of torsion angles, and from an
[1-norm parsimony restraint that both selects the most conse-
quential parameters and shrinks their total change (Tibshirani,
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Figure 6. Superimposition of the Substrate-Free Aquifex aeolicus
AdK on a Bisubstrate Analog Complex
(A) The parsimony-restrained dihedral changes (l = 1.0) are compared with
NMR Rex (arrows) and domain designations.
(B) The superposed structure (colored by dihedral change) has converged
upon the substrate complex (green) from the substrate-free starting structure
(orange). The inset is colored according to the raw pseudo-dihedral differ-
ences between the substrate-free and -bound structures (not parsimoniously
refined), from which it is unclear where the hinges are.
Figure 5. Flexibly Superimposed DHFR Structures
Starting from the closed E. coli DHFR structure (orange), parsimonious su-
perposition (color-coded by dihedral change) is fit to the occluded form
(green). Optimized using l = 1.0 (graph and full molecule), the RMSD is 0.85 A˚.
With l = 0.3 (inset), RMSD drops to 0.74 A˚ through increased latitude to fit the
local configuration of loop M20. Rex (arrows) is shown for three complexes,
both occluded and closed (Osborne et al., 2001). Rex in the FG and GH loops,
near residues 120 and 148, respectively, are thought to reflect changing in-
teractions with the M20 loop (Osborne et al., 2001) due to motions of the loop
and rotation of dihedrals near helix B (i.e. long-range effects), while those near
residue 45 might reflect transient cofactor dissociation (Osborne et al., 2001),
so the absence of large dihedral changes in these regions is not unexpected.Beyond theoretical arguments, are we closer to reality?
Although the NMR paints an incomplete picture, it is valuable
as an independent cross-validating reference. It is striking how
the new analysis improves the consistency between the crystal-
lography and NMR by detecting hinges that are passed over
in rigid-group analysis. Even although incompatibilities are ex-
pected between the crystallographic and NMR approaches,
hinges and sites of relaxation exchange agree in AK remarkably
well with an average discrepancy <2.5 residues.
In contrast to previous approaches, the new method em-
bodies an a priori constraint that conformational change be
described as rotations about bonds, thereby maintaining ideal
stereochemistry. A posteriori, we see that dihedral rotations
separated in primary sequence often come together in 3D space
with quantitatively matching composite rotations. This is consis-
tent with hinged rotations of loops and domains, which is highly
plausible, but not constrained. As seen in AdK, domains are
often moving with articulated hinges, a rotation within a rotating
domain, which is difficult to resolve by quasi-rigid analysis. Some
transformations, previously regarded as complex (non-rigid),
can be broken down into component rotations with the articu-
lated hinge points pairing up in 3D space.
The new approach reveals greater consistency between
substrate-induced changes measured crystallographically and
intrinsic flexibility reflected in NMR Rex measurements. In a set
of representative enzymes, the hinge points of induced changes
are mostly within a couple of residues of sites implicated in
intrinsic dynamics, a small difference considering the comple-
mentary origins of the crystallographic and NMRmeasurements.1196 Structure 23, 1190–1198, July 7, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rigSuch consistency supports the postulate that substrate-associ-
ated motions take advantage of flexibility that has been selected
at specific hinge locations through the protein (Ma and Nussinov,
2010). TheRex data do not informuswhether the intrinsic changes
areas large inmagnitudeas those ligand induced,suggestingonly
that modes of flexibility are at least qualitatively similar. Thus, the
substrate-associated conformational changes appear to proceed
in low-dimensional dihedral space, passing along low-barrier
paths about which intrinsic dynamics is naturally occurring under
physiological conditions, as observed through NMR Rex.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Torsion angle structure refinements are usually implemented for best local
improvement by optimizing a moving window of residues, with deformable
bonds at the window limits subject to stereochemical restraints to the rest of
the chain, which is fixed. By contrast, we needed a global optimization that
best reflected the long-range effects of small torsional rotations. To determine
which bonds can be rotated and the atomic positions that depend on each,hts reserved
graph theory is used to find connected components (chains of bonded atoms)
and articulation edges (rotatable bonds) in undirected graphs. To improve the
efficiency of backbone refinement, side-chain atoms are connected topolog-
ically to the Ca atoms.
On each iteration of refinement, to avoid error accumulation, the current set
of torsion angle rotations is applied to the matrix of original coordinates Xo,
yielding rotated coordinates, Xr. Aligned coordinates, Xa, come from rigid
alignment of Xr to the target coordinates Y, using the Kabsch algorithm
(Kabsch, 1976). The unrestrained least-squares objective function is then
Ou = jjXa  Yjj2. For gradient descent optimization, analytic approximations
are calculated for the partial derivatives of Ou with respect to each of the tor-
sion angle parameters. Partial derivatives are also calculated for the Kabsch
alignment operator with respect to the rotated coordinates, Xr. Partial deriva-
tives ofXr with respect to the torsion angles, and those ofXa with respect to the
alignment operator, can be computed easily. The chain rule then allows us to
forecast, and incorporate into the partial derivatives of the objective function,
the effect of the rigid alignment as it changes with torsion angle rotations. With
internal coordinates, there is an ambiguity, usually solved heuristically, of how
much the coordinates should be rotated each side of a torsion angle. Our
approach breaks the ambiguity by constraining dihedral operators to maintain
least-squares alignment, and calculates partials consistent with this constraint
to improve convergence.
Consider regularization of the objective function such that it is parsimonious
in terms of both the number (P) of parameters, bi, that are variable, and the
aggregate magnitude of their changes. These characteristics, technically
termed variable selection and shrinkage, are often achieved in linear regres-
sion via the LASSO approach, minimizing the [1-penalized objective function
(Tibshirani, 1996, 2011):
XN
i =1
 
yi 
X
j
xijbj
!2
+ l
XP
j = 1
bj: (Equation 1)
Tibishirani and others have noted that the LASSO approach is superior to
[2-norms in driving b to zero for inconsequential parameters. The approach
is analogous to compressed sensing in signal reconstruction, where the
[1-norm yields the sparsest solution with fewest non-zero terms (Donoho,
2006a, 2006b). Here, it is extended to the non-linear dependence of atoms
f x!g on torsion angle changes when superposing on a fixed structure f y!g:
XN
i =1

y!i  x!i

D4j ; Djj
2
+ l
XP
j = 1
Dqj; qj =jj1 +4j ; (Equation 2)
where the [1-norm restrains the pseudo-torsion angle, 4. In our implementa-
tion, Equation 2 is minimized using the L-BFGS quasi-Newton optimizer
(Byrd et al., 1995).
For interpretation, rotations of individual dihedrals are collected into hinges.
Hinges span residueswith pseudo-dihedral rotations that exceed a user-spec-
ified threshold, which are separated by gaps less than a user-defined limit. The
combined hinge rotation is calculated by concatenating the rotation matrices
for the successive dihedrals followed by Eigen analysis.
Measurement of the NMR relaxation dispersion for the AK TSA complex fol-
lows that of apo AK (Davulcu et al., 2009) and is described in the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
five figures, and four tables and can be found with this article online at
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